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Gerald Daugherty, in his 20 years or so on the local political scene, has

been known more for his colorful, shoot-from-the-hip style than for

actually accomplishing his ends.

That’s understandable. When you’re the only Republican on the

five-member Travis County Commissioners Court, the math is pretty

obvious. And when you’re pushing against passenger rail in a city

where the rest of the political class is for it, the odds are similarly long.

In that arena, Daugherty and his anti-rail mate, retired high-tech

executive Jim Skaggs, have mostly managed to slow the march of rail

rather than snuff it out.

But events of the past couple of months indicate that Daugherty might

be close to realizing a policy goal he’s been after for most of his

seven-plus years on the Commissioners Court: building Texas 45

Southwest.

Capitalizing on a narrow window of opportunity on the court, thanks

both to the voluntary departure of a Texas 45 Southwest opponent and

to what might or might not have been a crafty quid pro quo on

Daugherty’s part, the commissioner and his colleagues Tuesday are

likely to commit to supplying $15 million toward the $100 million

construction of the 3.6-mile, four-lane tollway. The Texas Department of

Transportation will throw in a $32 million grant and somewhere

around $48 million in a loan from the State Infrastructure Bank that

would be paid back from toll revenue.
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Texas 45 Southwest

Hays County, where

Republicans and road

enthusiasts are

entrenched and where

much of the traffic on

the proposed highway

would come from, will

provide another $5

million. The counties,

TxDOT and the Central

Texas Regional Mobility

Authority, which would

build the road and

operate it, are close to

finalizing an agreement

under which the

counties would give

that $20 million to the

authority by October.

If Daugherty is going to

get Texas 45 Southwest

done, that has to happen this year.

The Commissioners Court at the moment, it appears, favors building

the tollway by a 4-1 margin. Daugherty, County Judge Sam Biscoe, fill-in

Commissioner Bruce Todd and Commissioner Margaret Gómez (who

got Daugherty’s support for spending a similar amount on roads in her

precinct just a few months ago) seem to be on board.

Commissioner Ron Davis, based on his comments at a hearing on the

highway last week, probably will vote no. We’ll find out for sure

Tuesday.

That balance could tip the other way come January, when former

Commissioner Sarah Eckhardt is likely to replace the retiring Biscoe

and former Austin City Council Member Brigid Shea probably will take

the Todd slot. With Davis, that would make it 3-2 against Texas 45

Southwest. Well, that will happen if Eckhardt and Shea defeat

Republicans in November, highly likely given the electorate each faces.

Eckhardt and Shea made it clear during their Democratic primary

campaigns that they oppose building Texas 45 Southwest, primarily

over environmental concerns. The road would pass near caves that

funnel rainwater and any pollutants directly into the Barton Springs

segment of the Edwards Aquifer, and all of the road lies over the

ROBERT CALZADA
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aquifer’s recharge zone. That environmental threat has been the rub

with Texas 45 Southwest since it first made it into local transportation

plans in 1985.

Some road opponents last week made the interesting point that, given

the result of the Democratic primary, voters had spoken out in

opposition to Texas 45 Southwest. To rush it through this year, they

argued, ignores the public’s stated preference.

But the public also voted for Biscoe, Daugherty and Gómez (not Todd,

who was appointed to fill Eckhardt’s unexpired term when she resigned

to run for county judge in May), and those votes entitled them to serve

and make decisions for four years. Their terms didn’t end with the

March 4 primary.

Road opponents also argued that a funding decision should be put off

until an ongoing environmental study is completed, and that won’t

happen until 2015. By that logic, however, Austin voters should not vote

on urban rail bonds this fall. That environmental study hasn’t even

begun.

The underlying questions, once all the political wrangling is stripped

away, are what will the road do and at what cost environmentally?

The Save Our Springs Alliance and other environmental groups have a

number of arguments. But they mostly come down to direct damage by

the road itself during construction and for decades afterward while

traffic runs on it, as well as the road’s larger role in facilitating more

development over the aquifer to the south and southwest.

Highway officials contend that the design of highway drainage

treatment ponds has advanced far enough that the aquifer would be

hurt very little by runoff from the road. This is an arguable point, of

course. But others point out that several thousand commuters from

Hays County already are getting to and from work each day using

Brodie Lane, Manchaca Road and South First Street, city streets with

little or no runoff treatment. If cars and trucks instead were using Texas

45 Southwest and MoPac Boulevard (Loop 1), highways with drainage

retention ponds, the argument is that the aquifer would actually see

less pollution.

And they say there will be almost no development alongside the road

because the city of Austin has bought up most of the land surrounding

it as conservation preserves. Farther out, however, having Texas 45

Southwest providing an easy shortcut to MoPac is likely to make

developing in northern Hays County, and living there, a more attractive
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option.

A study released this fall by the Capital Area Metropolitan Planning

Organization indicated that adding Texas 45 Southwest would cut two

to three minutes off the one-way commute for people from Hays and

shorten their routes to work by up to two miles. And it showed a

reduction in traffic on Brodie, Manchaca and South First of 6 to 14

percent.

For Daugherty and a majority of the Travis and Hays commissioners

courts, that justifies building the road. It appears that it is finally going

to happen.
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